Agenda Points

Winter Study on CC
- WS it a busy time; the bulk of this Council’s work will be accomplished
- Implementing Great Ideas that students submit
- Members will be expected to do more work and attend more meetings outside of CC meetings

JA Forum and MinCo’s Effortless Perfection Forum were postponed
JA and MinCo rescheduled: Winter Study

Moving Forward After Prospect’s Hate Crime
- Nick’s Conversation Campaign: we cannot create policy that makes people more tolerant… change happens when you can talk to people and we can empathize with each other
- Nick’s thoughts include having CC engage more with the student body, funding more faculty/staff/student interaction through events, giving out bracelets that encourage students to break the silence, institute regular safe space open mics, and to provide for more shared community conversations
- The JA Forum will be a good starting point
- It is important to not force entries to make contact with professors; entry snacks are supposed to be for the entry
- The JAs could pick the professor
- Faculty sensitivity training
- “Williams Movies”: entries or groups of people watching the same movie and being encouraged to talk about it afterwards (like CC Cinema)
- There is a committee being formed to talk about the protocol for future hate crimes
- An idea to talk about our values at Williams
- Lectures and talks are generally not well-attended… making them more appealing would potentially allow for these conversations
- JAs could apply for Lecture Funding that their entries are excited about
- We should also have a role in shaping the policies that may emerge as a response to the hate crime
- CC Office Hours in Snack Bar: tentatively on Mondays from 7 to 8pm or 10 to 11pm
- Bracelets are gaining a lot of support (potential CC Great Idea); ideas for the writing include “Share, listen, learn” and “I’m here to listen” and Nick’s silly “I like having conversations”
- Lecture attendance winners could win a dinner with a professor courtesy of College Council $$
- Brings back our idea of community dinners
- Talking and Tea with Goodrich Coffee Bar
- Continuing with the sister entry stuff
- Lili and Justin are working on re-installing the website where students can post their experiences (discrimination, sexual assault, and anything they want to share) anonymously
- Claiming Williams… Sharing Williams?
- Video State of the College… lawl
- “BE the change.” – Francesca Barrett ’12
- Consensus that the Conversation Campaign is the way to go

Bracelet Wording (multiple versions because that’s trendy)
Share, Listen, Learn
I’m Here to Listen
Discourse With Me
Passed by Council: 20-0-0

**Bylaw Changes**

Creation of a Campus Issues Fund: an initiative that allows people to approach College Council to address issues pertaining to “Breaking the Silence” specifically
Council does not want a new fund.